Three ways to use Sapho to
create habit-forming workflows
Habits govern our lives more than most people think. We make
45 percent1 of our daily decisions out of habit rather than
conscious thought. And that can be a good thing—habits help
us conserve mental energy, freeing up our minds to focus on
more important things.
A modern portal can help enterprises harness the power of
habit to make employees’ jobs easier and more engaging.
Teams that use Sapho Modern Portal have been able to triple
employee productivity by building micro apps that deliver
habit-forming workflows through a cycle of hooks designed to
keep employees engaged.
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“Habit-forming products are not made by chance; they are designed to be
engaging,” says entrepreneur Nir Eyal, author of Hooked: How to Build
Habit-Forming Products. “Hooks start with a trigger, then an action, then a
reward, and finally an investment. Through successive cycles through these
hooks, user habits are formed.”2

Sapho micro apps help break down complex business processes
into simple single-purpose workflows that can be delivered to the
various device and application channels where employees are
working. These workflows are structured around a three-step
habit-forming process: a trigger, an action, and a reward.
By combining the psychology of habit with Sapho Modern Portal,
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businesses can create habit-forming workflows that encourage
and enable teams to get more work done.

Here’s how you can do this:
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Identify pain points — or triggers —
that connect to real employee problems
A habit-forming workflow draws employees in by offering solutions to their biggest
pain points. When designing a habit-forming workflow, focus on slow or frustrating
business processes that can be connected to a simpler solution with enough
frequency to form a habit.
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Leverage the power of easy action
and personalization
Making it easy for employees to take action is the next key step after identifying
a trigger. Employees often get bogged down logging into multiple systems to
complete basic tasks or get lost trying to keep track of deadlines and project
statuses. A habit-forming workflow must include a user-friendly way for an
employee to take action and stay up-to-date. Sapho provides:

A MODERN PORTAL IN ANY CHANNEL.

UPDATES IN A PERSONALIZED WORKFEED.

ONE-CLICK ACTION.
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Help employees succeed
to keep them coming back
The most important part of a habit loop is the reward. Without positive end results,
there’s no motivation for an employee to continue utilizing a workflow. Rewards
can come in the form of peer recognition, but it can also be based on personal
achievement and satisfaction. For example, when an employee can spend less time
completing an action, this is a type of reward. Other benefits include:

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY.

BETTER DECISION MAKING.

HAPPINESS AT WORK.
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Contact us
www.sapho.com
contact@sapho.com

Headquarters in California
+1 650-59-SAPHO (+1 650-59-72746)
1150 Bayhill Drive, Suite 325
San Bruno, CA 94066
When getting work done becomes a habit, employees can
triple their productivity. By following these guidelines,
enterprises can create habit-forming workflows that engage
employees while making them more effective at work.
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